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Abstract

In initially developing a model of case-based compara-
tive evaluation, we have followed a plan that involved
an early empirical evaluation by. a noted domain ex-
pert. We describe the empirical evaluation and the
lessons learned after we introduce the program and
its knowledge sources and work through an extended
example. TRUTH-TELLER, a program for testing
a case-based comparative evaluation model in practi-
cal ethics, compares cases presenting ethical dilem-
mas about whether to tell the truth. Its compar-
isons list ethically relevant similarities and dit~erences
(i.e., reasons for telling or not telling the truth which
apply to both cases, and reasons which apply more
strongly in one case than another or which apply only
to one case). In generating context-sensitive compar-
isons, the program reasons about reasons which may
invoke ethical principles or selfish considerations. In a
preliminary evaluation, a professional ethicist scored
the program’s output for randomly-selected pairs of
cases,

Introduction

A primary goal for AI CBR research is to identify
ways that human reasoners employ cases to evaluate
problems comparatively. In a variety of professional
domains and in "common sense" reasoning, humans
employ techniques to draw inferences about problem
situations by comparing them to past cases. Case-
based comparative evaluation skills appear to help hu-
man reasoners to deal with weak analytic domain/task
models. Such models are too weak to support con-
structing proofs of the correct answers to problems.
Nevertheless, the models do support constructing argu-
ments comparing the problems to past cases and draw-
ing some useful conclusions. We will refer to them as
comparative evaluation models.

1This work is supported the The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation. We are grateful to Athena Beldecos for her
research, comparison protocols and good advice. We thank
Vincent Aleven for his helpful evaluation comments. We
are also grateful to Ken Schatfner, University Professor
of Medical Humanities, George Washington University, for
participating in our preliminary evaluation.

Practical ethical reasoning is a domain in which a
comparative evaluation model supplements a weak an-
alytic model. Although philosophers have explored a
variety of techniques for solving practical dilemmas by
resolving conflicting ethical principles, the attempts
have largely failed. Deductive reasoning does not work,
because ethical principles are often inconsistent and
their antecedents are not well defined. "No moral
philosopher has ever been able to present a system
of moral rules free of these kinds of conflicts between
principles and exceptions to principles" (Beauchamp
and McCullough, 1984, p. 16). If one could assign
weights to competing principles, resolving them would
simply be a mafer of comparing the weights. However,
"the metaphor of the ’weight’ of a principle of duty has
not proven amenable to precise analysis" (Beauchamp
and McCullough, 1984, p. 16). More recently, ethi-
cists have proposed alternative case-based (i.e., "ca-
suistic") models in which problems are systematically
compared to past or paradigmatic cases that bear on
the decision (Strong, 1988; Jonsen and Toulmin, 1988;
Schaffner, 1990).

We are building a program to implement and test
a comparative evaluation model for practical ethical
reasoning. Like other adversarial CBR systems, its
case-based evaluations are expressed in arguments ex-
plicitly comparing and contrasting the problem and
cases and justifying conclusions accordingly. Other
adversarial CBR systems have computationally imple-
mented comparative evaluation models (Rissland et
aI., 1993; Rissland and Skalak, 1991; Branting, 1991;
Ashley, 1990). We believe our work is the first to tackle
the domain of practical ethical reasoning and to elab-
orate a more comprehensive knowledge representation
for case-based comparative evaluation involving high-
and mid-level principles, reasons, and actions in a con-
text where cases regularly have more than two possible
outcomes.

Case-based evaluative skills present some significant
challenges as well as opportunities to AI. Human ex-
perts are far cleverer in making and responding to case-
based evaluative arguments than computer programs
are likely ever to be. Even bright human novices, un-
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skilled in making or responding to full-fledged expert
level case-based arguments, may be able to perform
some components of evaluative tasks better than com-
puter programs can. On the other hand, there appear
to be some opportunities for computer programs to as-
sist humans to hone their case-based evaluative skills.
Novices need training and practice to perform evalu-
ative tasks well; tutorial programs may provide that
instruction. Computer programs may also expand an
expert’s effective recall of or access to relevant cases,
allowing the expert, for instance, conveniently to test
a hypothesis over a large body of cases.

Clearly, it is important to evaluate the computa-
tional tools early and frequently against the standards
of expert human behavior and the requirements of
teaching human novices (Littman and Soloway, 1988).
We have followed a plan for the initial development
of our computational comparative evaluation model
which employs program evaluation as an important
step in an iterative process for roughing out and refin-
ing the model. Our plan to develop a knowledge repre-
sentation in the TRUTH-TELLER program to support
comparing and contrasting practical ethical cases is to:

(1) Observe human experts comparing cases and draw-
ing inferences from the comparisons for a rich but lim-
ited set of cases.
(2) Design and implement a comparative evaluation
model (including knowledge representation) sufficient
to produce comparable comparisons/inferences.
(3) Get human experts to evaluate and comment upon
the program-generated output comparisons and infer-
ences.
(4) Revise the comparative evaluation model and its
knowledge representation to account for the expert’s
critique.

In the next sections we illustrate the initial develop-
ment plan focusing on the role that early and frequent
evaluation plays in developing, testing, and refining the
case-based comparative evaluation models.

The Comparative Evaluation Model
TRUTH-TELLER (TT), a program for testing and de-
veloping a CBR knowledge representation in practi-
cal ethics, compares cases presenting ethical dilemmas
about whether to tell the truth. Its comparisons list
ethically relevant similarities and differences (i.e., rea-
sons for telling or not telling the truth which apply
to both cases, and reasons which apply more strongly
in one case than another or which apply only to one
case). The reasons may invoke ethical principles or self-
ish considerations. The knowledge representation for
this practical ethical domain includes representations
for reasons and principles, truth telling episodes, con-
textually important scenarios, and comparison rules.
Our ultimate goal is to see whether a comparative
evaluation model like TRUTH-TELLER’s could help
drive a tutorial program in practical ethical reasoning.
Currently, we are recording protocols of high school

students’ arguments about the same ethical dilemmas
contained in TT’s Case Knowledge Base.

Currently, TRUTH-TELLER has 23 cases adapted
from a game called Scruples (TM). Two of those cases,
Rick’s Case and Wanda’s Case, are shown at the top
of Figure 1, followed by the program-generated com-
parison of the cases. After reciting the cases, TT lists
ethically relevant similarities and differences between
the cases, differences it finds or infers using five knowl-
edge sources:

Truth telling episodes including for each episode: (a)
the actors (i.e., the truth teller, truth receiver, others af-
fected by the decision), (b) relationships among the 
tor (e.g., faml]ial, seller-customer, attorney-client, student-
teacher), (c) the truth teller’s possible actions (i.e., telling
the truth, silence, telling a lie, or txlclng some alternative
action, and (d) reasons for and against each possible ac-
tion. The information is represented in a semantic networks
using the the knowledge representation language, LOOM
(MacGregor, 1991).

Relations Hierarchy: The relationships among the ac-
tors are drawn from the Relations Hierarchy, a taxonomy
of approximately 80 possible relationships among the par-
ticipants in a truth telling episode. Mid-level relationships
include famili~, commercial, and acquaintance relations.
Higher level relationships include minimal-trust and high-
trust relations and authority relations. The Relations Hier-
archy is used to infer which relationships are %imilar~ for
purposes of identifying the levels of trust and responsibil-
ity that apply among the participants (i.e., the applicable
scenarios. See below).

Reason Hierarchy: A reason is a rationale for taking
an action. We represent reasons as a hierarchy of concepts,
the Reason Hierarchy. Reasons have four facets: type, crit-
icaiity, altruistic?, and principled?; each facet is important
to ethical decision-maicl-g and is represented as a distinct
branch of the Reason Hierarchy. The Reason Hierarchy is
used to characterize abstractly the reasons for and against
an action according to these facets. Based on Bok’s for-
mulation in (Bok, 1989), a reason’s type is based on four
underlying general principles for telling or not telling the
truth: fairness, veracity, beneficence and nonmaleficence.
We also represent a variety of more specific principles.

Scenario Hierarchy: In determining whether or not
to tell the truth, contextual information is important. One
needs to consider such things as the consequences of an ac-
tion, the reasonable expectations of truthfulness that apply
in different social contexts, and the level of trust or reliance
among the actors. We have identified approximately 15
types of contextual information, we call them trnthtelling
scenarios, and have organized them into a Scenario Hierar-
chy. Our scenarios include context-specific considerations
such as: Is there a relationship of authority between the
teller and receiver? of trust? Are others affected by the de-
cision to tell the truth? Is the action a matter of telling an
out-and-out lle or simply keeping silence? If the action is
telling a lie, is it premeditated or not? What is the nature
of and how severe are the consequences of the action? Are
there alternative actions that obviate the need to tell the lie
or disclose the information? Are the participants involved
in a game or activity governed by disclosure rules?

Comparison rules: We have defined 58 Comparison
Rules for deciding whether one case presents a stronger or
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RICK*s CASE: "Rick’s father is having an affair. PAck’s mother is unaware of it. Should Rick tell his mother?"
WANDA’a CASE: "Wanda’s brother, Paul, is a real playboy. He’s setting up ayoung woman, whom Wands knows casually, for s big
disappointment. The young woman asks Wanda if Paul loves he/’. Should Wands tell her the truth?" R]7
$1MILAR/TI~:

[R/ck and Wanda have a common principled reason for telling the truth, i.e. providing the right to disclos, of information. Th/s reason tt ] iple: one is on the
~ck and Wands have a common principled reason for not telling the truth, i.e. avoiding becoming a ’tattle tale’. This reason is supported S~
y the ethical pt’inciple: ’One should not ’tattle’ on another person.’

Rick and W~,~__ have purel~ altruistic reasons for not tellin8 the truth. To some extent this would excuse each for not tellin~ the truth.
Both ofthe cases involve someone other than the person who must decide whether or not to tell the truth and the person who will hear the
truth. Ricks-fath~ is affected by Ricks decision, and Paul is affected by Wanda’a decision.
Both Rick and Wanda have an alternative action that could be token before mAklng the truthtelling decision. Rick could approach
Ricks-fltheJ- before deciding whether to tell the truth or not, while Wanda could approach Paul before deciding whether to tell the truth or
not.
DIFFERENCES:
The stakes for Rick are much higher than for Wands. Rick’s decision is highly important.
Rick has a reason for telling the truth - providing fairness for a misdeed that has been committed - that is not shared by Wanda. This
reason is supported by the ethical principle: ’When one has committed a misdeed, they should be held accountable to those who have been
affected.
Rick has a reason for not telling the truth that is not shared by Wands. The reason is avoiding major emotional distress. The ethical
principle: ’One should protect themself and others from serious emotional distress.’ supports this reason.
Wanda has a reason for not telling the truth that is not shared by Rick. The reason is protecting against a possibly false accusation. The
ethical principle: ’One should not m~kO accusations unless they are sure their accusations are well-founded.’ supports this reason.
Wands has a second reason for not telling the truth, i.e. avoiding minor emotional distress, that is not shared by Rick. However, this reason
is not supported by any ethical principle.
Ricks-mothe~ has authority over Rick, but Young-woman and Wanda are on a relatively equal basis. Since Rick is subject to rids authority,
it may increese the pressure to tell the truth. R36
Rick has a hlgh level of duty to tell the truth to Ricks-mother. However, the duty Wanda has to Young-woman is much lower. [
Ricks-mother is likely to have great Irust in Rick telling the truth. However, the trust Young-woman has in Wanda is much lower.
Wanda is confronted with telling an outright lie, while Rick must decide whether to remain silent about the truth. Tiffs tends to make
Wands’s decision more difficult, i.e. it is typically less excusable to lie than to remain silent about the truth.

Figure 1: TRUTH-TELLER’s Output Comparing Rick’s and Wemda’s Cases

weaker justification than another case for taking a course
of action such as disclosing information or not telling a lie.
From the information contained in the cases’ applicable sce-
narios, actions, reasons, and principles, the rules infer rele-
vant ethical similarities and differences between the cases.
The rules’ left hand sides employ classified scenarios, ac-
tions, reasons and reason-associated principles. The right
hand sides make assertions about the relative strength in
the two cases of the conclusions that the teller should tell
the truth or disclose information (or not).

The goal of TRUTH-TELLER’s knowledge representa-
tion design is to enable the program to make context sen-
sitive ethical comparisons of cases. To this end, we have
designed a knowledge representation that enables TT, in
comparing cases, to go some way beyond matching the rea-
sons listed in the two cases’ representations. In effect, TT
reasons about reasons in the context of a particular pair
of cases in the ways listed in Figure 2. We will illustrate
the effect of this reasoning in an extended example com-
paring the output text of Figure 1 with the initial lists of
reasons in the semantic networks for PAck’s and Wanda’s
cases, shown in Figures 3 and 4. Of the methods for rea-
soning about reasons listed in Figure 2, the example il-
lnstrates how TRUTH-TELLER: (1) classifies reasons 
principled, self-motivated or altruistic, (2) elicits the prin-
ciples underlying the reasons, (3) matches reasons to find
shared reasons for an action (similarities) and unshared rea-
sons or reasons that apply more strongly in one case than
another (differences). In the example, the program tailors
the comparison based on (4) differences in criticality of the
reasons, (5) differences in the participants’ roles, (6) sire-

llarity in types of reasons considered in the aggregate, (7)
similarities in the presence of untried alternatives and of
(8) others affected by an action.

An Extended Example
TRUTH-TELLER applies its five knowledge sources in a
two-step process of classification and compaxison:

Classification Step: For each of two selected input cases,
classify the case’s manually-constructed semantic repre-
sentation by (1) all applicable scenarios (using the Re-
lations and Scenario Hierarchies), (2) all applicable ac-
tions, and (3) an abstract characterization of the reasons
for those actions (using the Reason Hierarchy).

Comparison Step: Attempt to apply all Comparison Rules
to the classified cases. The output of this step is a list of
relevant similarities and differences which is translated
into a comparison text (using the Scenario and Reason
Hierarchies.)

TRUTH-TELLER’s process starts with semantic repre-
sentations of each of the cases. The representation of a case
is an interpretation of its language and is filled in manually.
Figure 3 depicts the semantic representation of PAck’s case.
PAck is the truth teller (i.e., it is he who is confronted with
the decision to tell the truth or not.) PAck’s mother will
hear the truth, should PAck decide to divulge it, and thus
is the truth receiver. Finally, Kick’s father is an affected
other, since he is the subject of any truthtelling disclosure,
and he would be affected by the disclosure.

The relevant roles and relationships between actors in
the case are also included in the semantic representation.
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1. Classify reasons: Reason Hierarchy classifies reasons as principled, self-motivated, altruistic.
2. EHclt principles underlying reasons: Reason Hierarchy follows links from reason type to principles.
3. Match reasons: Comparison rules identify reasons for a particular action shared by cases and reasons not shared.
Matches are based on literal comparison of reason types.
4. Qualify reasons by criticality of consequences: Reason Hierarchy qualifies reasons according to critica.Uty of what
happens ff action not taken.
5. Qualify reasons by participant’s roles: Relations Hierarchy and Role Specific Scenaxio Hierarchy detect rea-
sons/qualifications based on participants’ roles (e.g., trust, duty, authority).
6. QualLCy reasons in the aggregate: Comparison rules note ff all reasons supporting an action are principled or un-
principled, altruistic or self-motivated.
7. Qualify reasons by alternative actions: Comparison rules infer reasons from existence of untried alternative actions
in the case representation.
8. Qualify reasons based on how others affected by action: Role Specific Scenario Hierarchy notes affected others
in case representation and comparison rules 8enerate reasons.
9. Order reasons for action by importance: If case has multiple reasons favoring one action, order them locally in
terms of whether principled or not, altruistic or self-motivated.
10. Group reasons: Group reasons that deal with related issues.

Figure 2: TRUTH-TELLER’s Ways of Reasoning about Reasons

Relmmnt-To: Rle~s Mother

Approach- 8uppom~l.By
Affected. Io Rl~k-R~:Compromlu-Of.Other-A~ione

Figure 3: Semantic Network Representation of Kick’s
Case

Some relationships and roles are provided as input (e.g.,
Rick is the son-of Rick’s mother and father) while others are
deduced by forward chaining rules (e.g., Rick’s mother has-
husband Kick’s father, since they share a common child).

The semantic representation also contains a set of pos-
sible actions that the truth teller could take and reasons
supporting each of the actions. One of the possible actions
is always to tell the truth and another is some version of
not telling the truth, for instance, telling a lie or keeping
silent (i.e., not disclosing information). In Rick’s case, the
choice is between telling the truth about his father’s a~air
or keeping silent. Since the case does not state that Rick
was asked whether his father was having an affair, Rick is
not confronted with telling an outright lie. Rick also has
an alternative action he could take before deciding whether
or not to taik with his mother; he could first speak with
his father. Actions are supported by reasons; a reason is
a rationale for taking an action. For example, & rationale
for Rick’s telling the truth is to protect his mother’s right
to the disclosure of information important to her. A ratio-
nale for keeping silent is avoiding inflicting his mother with
serious emotional distress.

Given the input representations and after inferring roles
and relationships, TRUTH-TELLER performs the Classi-
fication Step; it classifies the cases and case components
including the actions and reasons. For purposes of compar-
ing cases, the two most critical classifications are assigning
the scenarios and characterizing the reasons.

A case may be classified under any number of scenarios.
LOOM’s automatic classifier performs the scenario classifi-
cation. Figure 5 shows a portion of the Scenario Hierarchy
with the Rick and Wanda cases classified. The relation-
ships between actors in the case are the key ingredients
for scenario classifications. All of the relationships in the
truthtelling cases are classified within the Relations Hierar-
chy (see s small portion of the hierarchy in Figure 6). The
hierarchy represents varions types of relationships (i.e., fa-
milial, commercial, etc.) as well as important abstract in-
formation (i.e., expected level of trust, duty, and authority
between the actors). The specific relations in the semantic
representation of a case (e.g. son-of and has-husband as
in Rick’s case) are found at the lowest level of the hierar-
chy. Scenarios are defined with respect to relation abstrac-
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Figure 4: Semantic Network Representation of
Wanda’s Case

Figure 5: Excerpts from Scenario Hierarchy

tions (e.g., high trust, authority, etc.) and relation direc-
tionality (e.g., truth-teller to truth-receiver, truth-teller to
affected-other, etc.) For instance, Rick’s case is classified as
a high trust scenario due to the relationship between Rick
and his mother. Their parent-child relationship is defined,
through a series of links, to be a high trust relation. By
contrast, Wanda’s case is classified as a minima] trust sce-
nario, since the acquaintance relationship between Wanda
and the young woman is a minimal trust relationship. Also,
notice how Rick’s case is classified as an authority scenario
due to the parent-child relationship being an authority re-
lationship. The cases do share one relevant scenario, how-
ever. They both involve an affected other, Pick’s father
and Wanda’s brother.

TRUTH-TELLER also classifies the reasons associated
with cases. Figure 7 shows a small portion of the Reason
Hierarchy with two of Rick’s reasons and one of Wanda’s
depicted. The top reason in the diagram - Rick-Reason4 -
supports Rick’s remaining silent (refer to Figure 3). This
reason deals with Rick’s sparing his mother emotional dis-
tress, should she hear of her husband’s extramarital ac-
tivities. Using classification information contained in the
Reason Hierarchy, the program classifies Rick-Reason4 ac-
cording to four facets: (1) Type: Rick-Reason4 is a non-
maleficence type (i.e., intended to avoid harm). (2) Prin-
cipled or not: Since this particular reason has an associ-
ated ethical principle (i.e., one should protect others from
serious emotional distress) the reason is also classified as
principled. (3) Criticality: qualitatively, an avoid-serious-
emotional-distress reason is deemed to be highly important,
as opposed to life-cfitical, important or minor. (4) Altru-
istic or not: Rick-Reason4 is altruistic, since it is to the
benefit of Rick’s mother, not to Rick himself. The other
two reasons in the diagram show that Rick and Wanda
share a rationale for telling the truth, namely to preserve
the right of the truth receiver to hear important informa-
tion. This reason is related to fairness, it is principled, and

it is considered less critical than Rick-Reason4, although
still considered important. Again, the reason is altruistic,
as it is to the benefit of the truth receiver in both instances.

TRUTH-TELLER’s comparison step attempts to apply
the Comparison Rules to the cases as classified in order to
draw inferences about their relevant similarities and differ-
ences and generate the comparison text as in Figure 1. Fig-
ure 8 shows seven of TT’s Comparison Rules. The LOOM
form of the rules has been paraphrased for readability. All
the rules fired in the Rick and Wanda example; the output
text generated by three of those rules is circled and de-
noted in Figure 1 and explained below. Rule-17 asserts g
relevant similarity when two cases share a particular princi-
pled reason for telling the truth. Here, the two cases shared
the principled reason that the truth receivers had a fight
to the disclosures as depicted in Figure 7. Rule-25 asserts
a relevant similarity when all of the reasons for not telling
the truth in each case are altruistic. Since Rick and Wanda
have solely altruistic reasons for not telling the truth, they
both have a stronger justification for taking this action.
This is an example of a comparison rule that abstracts from
individua] classifications and views the reasons supporting
an action in the aggregate. Rule-36 asserts a relevant dif-
ference where a high duty scenaxlo applies in one case but
not the other. It employs the Scenario Hierarchy (see Fig-
ure 5) to indicate this important distinction between the
cases. The duty between Rick and his mother is much
higher than between Wanda and the young woman; this
is shown by the classification of the cases within the Sce-
naxio Hierarchy. This point is important as it indicates that
Rick’s duty to tell the truth is higher than Wanda’s. Other
Iules pick out the differences in criticality of consequences
and similarities in the presence of untried alternatives and
of others affected by the actions.

To summarize, the extended example illustrates how
TRUTH-TELLER reasons about the reasons that apply
in each case’s particular facts and draws inferences that
reflect the ethically significant differences implicit in the
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R17: IF CASE-1 and CASE-2 have a common principled reason for telling the truth THEN they are similar re telling truth
1125: IF CASF_,-1 and CASE-2 have only altruistic reasons fo~ not telling the truth THEN they are similar re not t~lling
truth
R36: IF CASE-1 is a high duty scenario and CASF_,-2 is not THEN they are different; CASF_,-1 has a stronger reason to tell
truth
R18: IF CASF_,-1 has principled reason for telling the truth that CASE-2 does not have THEN they are ditferent; CASE-1
has a stronger reason to tell truth
R21: IF Both CASF_,-1 and CASE-2 have an alternative action THEN they are similar in having a compromise alternative
1t28: IF CASE-1 has a reason that is higher in criticality thu any reason associated with CASE-2 THEN they are different;
CASE-1 has a stronger reason to tell the truth [or not to tell truth]
R30: IF CASF_,-1 is an authority scenario (truth receiver over truth teller) and CASE-2 is not THEN they are different;
CASE-1 has a stronger reason to tell truth

Figure 8: Sample Comparison Rules

Figure 6: Excerpts from Relations Hierarchy Figure 7: Excerpts from Reasons Hierarchy

cases’ facts. The example illustrates eight of the methods
for reasoning about reasons listed in Figure 2.

The Evaluation
We designed TRUTH-TELLER to reason about reasons so
that it could tailor its comparisons to the particular context
of the cases compared. It’s ability to point out similarities
and differences in terms of unshared compelling reasons
not to tell the truth, life critical consequences of an action,
varying levels of duty to tell the truth associated with par-
ticular roles and relationships among the participants, un-
tried alternative actions and the existence of a~ected others
enables it to make context sensitive comparisons. We un-
dertook a preliminary evaluation to test how robustly the
program could compare cases and how well the program’s
outputs took context into account.

Of the 23 cases in TRUTH-TELLER’s CKB, thirteen
initial cases were used to develop the program. The thir-
teen cases were employed in a series of interviews in which
a graduate student studying medical ethics and the first
author were asked to analyze, compare and contrast the

cases. This information formed the basis of the knowledge
representation. The remaining cases were added after the
program had been designed and the knowledge representa-
tion had become settled.

In a preliminary experiment, we submitted fifteen pairs
of cases and comparison texts (like the one in Figure 1) 
an expert on moral philosophy. Thirteen of the comparison
texts were generated by the TRUTH-TELLER program.
The pairs were drawn from five categories (see Figure 9).
Two of the comparison texts were extracted from the orig-
ins] interviews with the ethics graduate student (pair no.
3) and the first author (pair no. 7) and formatted 
edited to look like the other comparison texts. The pain
of cases for the thirteen program-generated texts were
lected as follows: five pairs of cases selected at random from
the ten subsequent cases, five paLrs of cases selected ran-
dondy consisting of one case from the initial set and one
from the subsequent set, two pairs of very ~;m;lar cases se-
lected by us from the initial thirteen and one pair of clearly
distinguishable cases selected by us, one from the initial set
and one from the subsequent set. The expert was not in-
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formed which texts were generated by humans and which
by computer program, but he did know that some texts
were generated by computer.

Of the thirteen pairs of cases for which the program gen-
erated texts, we selected three pairs and asked the expert
~briefly and in writing to compare the cases in each pair
from aa ethical viewpoint", listing the ethically relevant
similarities and differences as defined above. This task was
performed before the expert saw any of the fifteen com-
parison texts. Then we asked the expert to ~eveduate the
[fifteen] comparisons as you might evaluate short answers
written by your students." We asked him to assign to each
text three grades on a scale of 1 to 10 for reasonableness
(R score: 10 -- Very reasonable, sophisticated; 1 = Toted]y
unreasonable, wrong-headed), completeness (C score: 10 
Comprehensive and deep; 1 = Totally inadequate and shed-
low), and context sensitivity (CS score: 10 --- Very sensitive
to context, perceptive; 1 = Very insensitive to context). For
each point of similarity or difference in the comparison text,
we asked him also to mark the point as follows: u~, if the
point is reasonable and relevant, "~/+" if the point is espe-
cied]y good or perceptive, "~/-" if the point is irrelevant,
and "X" if the point is plain wrong.

The results are presented in tabular form in Figure 9.
The grader treated only one text as a perfect ten, the one
prepared by the medical ethics graduate student (suggest-
ing, arguably, that context sensitive case comparison is a
learned expert skill). The program generated text scores
for reasonableness ranged from a high of nine to a low of
six. The completeness scores ranged from a high of nine to
a low of five. The scores for context sensitivity were lower,
ranging from eight to two and averaging 5.3. Since being
sensitive to context in ethicai judgments is one of the hard-
est things to get the program to do (it’s also hard for hu-
mans), the lower scores are, perhaps, to be expected. Inter-
estingiy, the expert graded a number of program-generated
texts higher or nearly the same as the text generated by
the first author. The comparison text shown in Figure 1
which was the subject of the extended example (regarding
pair no. ten, PAck’s case and Wanda’s case) was judged
by the expert as one of the poorer comparisons in terms
of context sensitivity. As to the 170 points of comparison
which the program drew in tots] for the thirteen pairs, the
expert regarded 64% as either reasonable and relevant or
especially good or perceptive, 14% as irrelevant, and 22~0
as plain wrong.

Discussion and Conclusions
The evaluation suggests that the program displays a ca-
pacity for comparing truth telling episodes. The know]-
edge representation was genera] enough to enable TRUTH-
TELLER to draw reasonable comparisons of randomly se-
lected pairs of cases from beyond the initial set used to
build the representation.

The knowledge representation also was robust enough to
enable comparison of the same cases in different contexts.
Seven of the cases were used in more than one compari-
son. The program was able to draw a comparison in each
context in which those cases appeared. The contexts must
have been fairly different because the expert expressed difl~-
cnlty working through some of the comparisons, "[p]erhaps
because the focus is on comparison, and the cases kept ap-
pearing in new comparison contexts." While the program’s
context sensitivity scores were lower than the other scores,

three of its CS scores were higher than and two tied one of
the human’s CS scores.

The evaluation has been conducted at an early stage of
development of the TRUTH-TELLER program. A more
formal evaluation would require obtaining other experts’
evaluations of the same data. Since we are at a prelim-
inary stage, however, we prefer to see whether this ex-
pert’s evaluation and comments can lead to improvements
in the knowledge representation. For instance, the expert
commented generally that the comparison texts lacked an
"organizing roadmap" and a recommended fins/ decision
"which could guide thinking and in terms of which the sire-
ilarities, differences, and ethical principles could be mar-
shedled." As per his suggestion, we are reorganizing the
comparison text around specific conclusions and experi-
menting with various techniques for grouping and describ-
ing the information into more pointed arguments support-
ing a conclusion.

Since the expert assigned a mark to each point of aim-
ilarity and difference generated by the program, we have
been able to evaluate how well specific Comparison Rules
functioned. For each of 58 rules, we assigned scores based
on the expert’s marks (i.e., X = 0, ~/- = 1, %/-- 2 %/+
-- 3). We found that the expert scored highly TRUTH-
TELLER’s ability to point out differences based on: un-
shared compening reasons not to tell the truth, life critical
consequences of an action, varying levels of duty to tell
the truth associated with particular roles and relationships
among the participants, and untried alternative actions.
The latter two are very significant because reasoning about
roles, relationships, and alternative actions helps TT make
context sensitive comparisons. On the other hand, the ex-
pert did not seem satisfied with the program’s ability to
point out differences based on: unshared reasons to tell the
truth or not (the rule fired a lot of times but did not always
make a sensible contribution) and the existence of afected
others. From the expert’s comments, we conclude that he
felt the program was not successful in tying the existence
of the aHected others to a specific argument for or against
an action. This also goes to context sensitivity. We believe
we can address this point.

Since the expert wrote his own comparison texts for three
pairs of cases, we have another basis for evaluating the
program’s texts. A review of the expert’s own compar-
ison texts for pairs 1, 8, and 12 suggests that the expert
was more successful in finding similarities than the program
(e.g., as in pair 12, where the expert found similarities but
the program found none leading to the expert’s assignment
of a lower completeness score of 5.) We are examiuing why
the Comparison Rules missed these slmi]arities and believe
that expanding the matching of reasons to include reasons
sharing parents in the Reason Hierarchy may deed with this
deficiency.

In conclnsion, in developing TRUTH-TELLER, a pro-
gram for testing a case-based comparative evaluation model
in practical ethics,we have followed a plan involving an
early empirical evaluation by a noted domain expert.
TRUTH-TELLER compares cases presenting ethical dilem-
mas about whether to tell the truth. Its comparisons list
ethically relevant similarities and differences in terms of
shared and unshared reasons. The program reasons about
reasons in generating context-sensitive comparisons; it in-
fers new reasons, qualifies existing reasons and considers
reasons in the aggregate. We have described a knowl-
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Pair No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Avg.*

Category T1 1"4 H ’1"2 T4 T3 H T3 T4 T1 T4 T3 T3 T3 T4

R Score 8 8 10 9 6 7 8 8 7 7 8 7 7 8 9 7.6

C Score 9 8 10 9 8 $ 8 7 9 6 7 5 7 8 8
~

7.4

CS Score 8 8 10 8 4 2 7 3 6 3 7 4 3 7 5.3

’s 6 7 3 7 3 8 3 $ 7 9 4 9 7 7 8 51

+’s 1 3 d 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 0 3 2 13

-’s 2 1 2 1 1 3 0 14

~
3

~
1 1 4

4 t l I 1 22
15 8 10

~
2

12
~

0

16
~

3

6
~

1

x’s fl I
ToL Sim&Dff 11 15 12 15 11 15 13 14 11

__ ~ Rick’s and Wanda’s eases

Categories Key
TI: TI" output; similar cases picked by us from initial 13
T2: TF output; clearly distinguishable cases picked by us,

1 from initial 13, 1 from subsequent 10
T3: Tr output; randomly chosen, 1 from initial 13, 1 from

subsequent 10
1"4: TF output; randomly chosen, 2 from subsequent l0
H: Preparedby humans

Key re Individual Similarities & Differences
~/ = point is reasonable and relevant
~/+ = point is especially good or perceptive
~/- - point is irrelevant
X = point is plain wrong

Score Key
R score (Reasonableness):

10 - Very reasonable, sophisticated;
1 - Totally unreasonable, wrong-headed

C score (Completeness):
10 - Comprehensive and deep;
1 - Totally inadequate and shallow

CS score (Context Sensitivity) 
10 = Very sensitive to context, perceptive;
1 = Very insensitive to context

* Average score computation excludes
pairs 3 and 7 (humans’ output)

** % of total number of similarities and
differences generated by Tr (170)

Figure 9: Ewluation Table

edge representation for this practical ethical domain includ-
ing representations for reasons and principles, truth telling
episodes, contextually important scenarios, and comparison
rules. In a preliminary experiment, a professional ethicist
scored the program’s output for randomly-selected pairs of
cases. The empirical evaluation confirmed that the com-
parative evaluation model enables the program to make
comparisons robustly and with some degree of context sen-
sitivity. The evaluation has also shown us how to improve
the comparative evaluation model.
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